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Abstract

Emotion cause analysis (ECA) aims to extract
emotion clauses and find the corresponding
cause of the emotion. Existing methods adopt
fine-tuning paradigm to solve certain types of
ECA tasks. These task-specific methods have
a deficiency of universality. And the relations
among multiple objectives in one task are not
explicitly modeled. Moreover, the relative po-
sition information introduced in most exist-
ing methods may make the model suffer from
dataset bias. To address the first two problems,
this paper proposes a universal prompt tuning
method to solve different ECA tasks in the uni-
fied framework. As for the third problem, this
paper designs a directional constraint module
and a sequential learning module to ease the
bias. Considering the commonalities among
different tasks, this paper proposes a cross-task
training method to further explore the capa-
bility of the model. The experimental results
show that our method achieves competitive per-
formance on the ECA datasets.

1 Introduction

Recently, emotion cause analysis (ECA) has ob-
tained increasing attention. As a classic task of
ECA, emotion cause extraction (ECE) was first pro-
posed and defined as a clause-level classification
problem (Gui et al., 2016a). ECE aims to explore
the potential causes behind a certain emotional ex-
pression in a clause. However, the applications of
ECE are limited in real-world scenarios because
the emotion must be annotated before cause ex-
traction. Therefore, emotion-cause pair extraction
(ECPE) was proposed to identify all emotions and
their corresponding causes from an unannotated
text at the same time (Xia and Ding, 2019). Chen
et al. (2020a) proposed conditional causal relation-
ships classification (CCRC) to explore the relation
of emotion-cause pairs and contexts. Although
there are other emerging tasks proposed (Li et al.,
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Figure 1: Fine-tuning for emotion cause analysis.

2021b; Bi and Liu, 2020) to expand the applications
of ECA, this paper focuses on the most complex
and challenging three clause-level sub-tasks: ECE,
ECPE, and CCRC.

In literature, ECA tasks have been widely stud-
ied. On the ECE task, Gui et al. (2016a) released
a benchmark Chinese emotion cause dataset and
proposed a multi-kernel based method. Several sta-
tistical learning (Gui et al., 2016b; Xu et al., 2017)
and deep learning methods (Cheng et al., 2017; Hu
et al., 2021b) have been applied to ECE, which
show competitive performance on emotion cause
prediction. On the ECPE task, Xia and Ding (2019)
proposed a two-step method to extract emotions
and corresponding causes at the same time. This
method first individually extracts the emotion set
and cause set. Then, it gets the emotion-cause
pairs by applying a Cartesian product to these two
sets and trains a filter to remove the invalid pairs.
However, the error may propagate from the first
procedure to the second because of the inherent
drawback of the pipelined framework. To address
this issue, several works adopted end-to-end archi-
tecture. Part of these works (Tang et al., 2020;
Wu et al., 2020) focused on the multi-task learn-
ing (Caruana, 1997) of the ECPE task with the joint
learning framework (Ding et al., 2020a,b). Some
other works represented the relation between emo-
tion and cause with graph construction (Wei et al.,
2020; Chen et al., 2020c). In addition, transition-
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based parsing (Fan et al., 2020) and unified se-
quence labeling (Chen et al., 2020b; Cheng et al.,
2021) are also employed. On the CCRC task, the
relationship between emotion and cause clauses in
different contexts is studied (Chen et al., 2020a).

The existing methods could be divided into
multi-stage framework (Xia and Ding, 2019; Xu
et al., 2021) and end-to-end framework (Ding et al.,
2020a; Wei et al., 2020). Both frameworks adopt
the fine-tuning paradigm. As shown in Fig. 1, these
fine-tuning methods firstly obtain clause-level fea-
tures from the pre-trained embedding or pre-trained
language models (PLMs). Next, a contextual en-
coder is designed to yield contextual representa-
tions of clauses. Then, the contextual representa-
tion is merged with clause-level position informa-
tion. Finally, the output is used for task prediction.
In general, the existing methods have three obvi-
ous shortcomings: firstly, the contextual encoder
has the deficiency of universality because they are
designed for specific task objectives. Secondly,
the existing methods implicitly learn the relation-
ships among multiple task objectives, rather than
explicitly model their relations. Thirdly, position
information would make the model sensitive to data
distribution and lack robustness.

Prompt (Liu et al., 2021; Han et al., 2021;
Houlsby et al., 2019) is a new paradigm that can
be traced back to GPT-3 (Brown et al., 2020). This
paradigm could overcome the difficulty of uni-
formly solving various tasks by transforming spe-
cific fine-tuning tasks into the form of pre-training
tasks. The universality of prompt has been widely
validated in various tasks of natural language pro-
cessing (Schick et al., 2020; Ma et al., 2021; Li
et al., 2021a; Li and Liang, 2021), especially in
few-shot (Gao et al., 2021; Zhang et al., 2021) or
zero-shot (Sanh et al., 2021; Wei et al., 2021) sce-
narios. Multiple predictions should be performed
for one sample with several clauses in ECA. And
ECA is composed based on multiple task objectives
(e.g. emotion extraction, cause extraction, emotion-
cause pair extraction). Appropriate prompt con-
struction could complete multiple predictions si-
multaneously. Constructing special prompts could
explicitly model the relations among multiple ob-
jectives in one task. In general, prompt could make
up for the shortcomings of existing methods.

Inspired by this, this paper proposes a univer-
sal prompt-based method for ECA tasks (UECA-
Prompt). UECA-Prompt first modifies each task ob-
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Figure 2: Different task forms for prompt tuning and
fine-tuning.

jective into a sub-prompt after decomposing ECA
tasks into multiple task objectives. Then, it ex-
plicitly models the relations among different task
objectives by combining different sub-prompts into
a composite prompt. As most of the works (Petroni
et al., 2020; Schick and Schütze, 2020a,b), UECA-
Prompt is manually constructed to solve different
ECA tasks in a unified framework. As far as we
know, UECA-Prompt is the first attempt at multi-
task multiple predictions with prompt.

Some previous works (Ding et al., 2020b; Chen
et al., 2020c) artificially introduced position in-
formation into the model. Such characteristic
would make the model extremely sensitive to the
distribution of positions of cause clauses rela-
tive to their corresponding emotion clauses in the
dataset. Specifically, existing methods with posi-
tion information may not generalize well to de-bias
dataset (Ding and Kejriwal, 2020). Because the
cause clause of most samples in the de-bias dataset
is not in proximity to the emotion clause. This
paper designs a directional constraint module and
a sequential learning module to better identify the
emotion-cause pairs. These two modules could
ease the bias by discarding position information
between clauses.

There are commonalities among different tasks.
For example, CCRC focuses more on context in-
formation, and context information is also crucial
for ECE and ECPE. This paper proposes a cross-
task training method. The model would be able to
learn commonalities among tasks with the cross-
task training method.

We evaluate our method on three benchmark
Chinese emotion cause datasets. The experimen-
tal results show that our method can obtain better
results than state-of-the-art methods on three ECA
tasks solely based on the BERT.

Our contributions are summarized as follows:

• We propose a universal prompt method for a
variety of ECA tasks, such as ECE, ECPE, and
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Figure 3: Overview of UECA-Prompt. The answer slot [M] of template is replaced by the token [MASK]. Subscripts
are added for token [MASK] to distinguish different sub-prompt. At the bottom of the figure, input x is presented
on the left, and prompt x′ constructed from the input text is on the right. The predictions of each sub-prompt are
presented above the corresponding module.

Function f∗(·) Template T∗(·) Label Words M∗(·)
fe(·) Te(·) = “[X] [M] emotion clause” Me(·) = {“is”, “isn’t”}
fca(·) Tca(·) = “[X] [M] cause clause” Mca(·) = {“is”, “isn’t”}
fd(·) Td(·) = “[X] corresponds to [M]” Md(·) = {“None”, “1”, “2”, ..., “n”}
fs(·) Ts(·) = “[M] [X]” Ms(·) = {“1”, “2”, ..., “n”}

Table 1: Different sub-prompt in UECA-Prompt. [X] is input slot filled with text x and [M] is answer slot for
prediction. We translate the original Chinese words into English for better illustration.

CCRC. It is the first attempt to solve multi-
task multiple predictions with prompt.

• We design the directional constraint and se-
quential learning module to ease the bias ef-
fect caused by position information, making
UECA-Prompt more robust toward the de-bias
dataset.

• Experimental results show that UECA-Prompt
outperforms the state-of-the-art methods. And
the cross-task training method further im-
proves the performance of UECA-Prompt.

2 Preliminary

2.1 Task Definition

Given a document D = {c1, ..., cn} with n clauses,
where ci is the i-th clause. ECE is to determine the
cause clause set Cca ⊆ D according to a given emo-
tion clause ce ∈ D. The cause clause set Cca may
have more than one clause. ECPE is to identify
each emotion-cause pair {ce, cca} in the document.
CCRC determines whether the emotion-cause pair
{ce, cca} still has a causal relationship under dif-
ferent context within a set T = {t1, ..., tj}, where
context tj is the residual document except for the

emotion clauses ce and cause clauses cca.

2.2 Prompt Tuning

As shown in Fig. 2, a typical prompt consists
of a template T∗(·) (e.g. “[X]. The sentiment is
[M]”) and a set of permissible values M∗(·) (e.g.
“happy”, “sad”). Firstly, a prompt function f∗(·)
fills the input slot [X] with original input x to get
x′ (e.g. “The old man was very happy, because the
thief was caught. The sentiment is [M]”). Secondly,
an argmax is used to search for the highest-scoring
intermediate result m̂ from a set of label words
M∗(·). M∗(·) is a set of potential answers for an-
swer slot [M]. Finally, m̂ would be mapped into
final result y.

3 Method

UECA-Prompt is a BERT-based method con-
structed as the form of the MLM task. This pa-
per would discuss UECA-Prompt from two per-
spectives, sub-prompt for task decomposition and
composite prompt for multiple predictions.

3.1 Sub-prompt for Task Decomposition

ECA involves multi-task learning and could be de-
composed into emotion extraction, cause extrac-
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tion, and emotion-cause pair extraction. This paper
designs a sub-prompt for each objective. The sub-
prompts include indicator functions, directional
constraint module, and sequential token module.

Indicator Function In ECA, we are requested
to find all the emotion-cause pairs in the text. Em-
pirically, we should first search the text for all the
emotion clauses. Then the cause clauses could
be identified according to those emotion clauses.
Finally, the causal relation between emotion and
cause clauses can be checked depending on the
context.

Two clause-level indicator functions, fe(·) and
fca(·), are designed to extract emotion and cause.
Specifically, the indicator function fe(ci) deter-
mines whether a clause ci is an emotion clause,
while fca(ci) determines the cause clause. The
orange rectangles and green rectangles in Fig. 3
show these two sub-prompts, and the answer slot
[M] is replaced by token [MASK]. The sub-prompt
templates and label words for fe(·) and fca(·) are
formalized as first and second rows of Table 1.

The candidate label words for predicting answer
[M] include “is” and “isn’t”. “is” represents the
current clause belonging to the target set, and “isn’t”
represents there is no subordinate relationship.

A directional constraint module and sequential
module are proposed to further extract the emotion-
cause pair. Different from the usual sub-prompt,
these two modules could be regarded as a pointer
structure when combined. It effectively alleviates
bias caused by position information.

Directional Constraint As the blue rectangles
shown in Fig. 3, the template and label words of
fd(·) can be formalized as third row of Table 1.
In the label words set Md(·), “None” indicates
that there is no clause associated with the current
clause. And numeric token “i” represents the cur-
rent clause associated with the i-th clause. n repre-
sents the number of clauses in the document.

The numeric tokens in Md(·) indicate the se-
quence information of clauses. A sequential learn-
ing module is designed to facilitate the model ac-
quiring such knowledge.

Sequential Learning In sequential learning, we
set a prefix answer slot [M] for each clause. The nu-
meric token of the answer slot for each clause is a
unique identifier. The model could learn the unique
identifier with sequential learning. As the purple
rectangles shown in Fig. 3, a sequential function

fs(·) is designed for sequential learning. The tem-
plate and label words could be formalized as the
last rows of Table 1. Intermediate result m̂ for i-th
clause is “i”. Label words for sequential learning
are also used in directional constraint function (i.e.,
Ms(·) ⊆ Md(·)). Sequential learning is only used
in the training stage.

3.2 Composite Prompt for Multiple
Predictions

A composite prompt comprised of all the sub-
prompt (Liu et al., 2021) is defined to address dif-
ferent multiple prediction tasks in a unified prompt.

Composite Prompt Composite prompt explicitly
models the relation among different task objectives.
The template of composite prompt fCP(·) is formal-
ized as:

TCP(·) = “Clause [M] [X] [M] emotion clause

[M] cause clause corresponds to [M]”,
(1)

where the label words for each answer slot [M] in
composite prompt template TCP(·) correspond to
the label words of each sub-prompt, respectively.

Filling the composite template with document D
to form prompted document D′ could be formal-
ized as:

D′ = [fCP(c1); ...; fCP(cn)], (2)

where ci is the i-th clause in document D, and [·; ·]
is the concatenation operation.

Multiple Predictions In ECA tasks, multiple
predictions should be performed for each clause.
UECA-prompt is capable of multiple predictions.
As shown in Fig. 3, firstly, we convert the input
doc into a set of clauses. Secondly, the template of
composite prompt is applied to each clause in the
input document D. Thirdly, the intermediate an-
swer for each sub-prompt is searched to separately
predict the answer of slot [M]. Finally, the interme-
diate answers are aggregated and mapped to the
final result. This paper explores composite prompt
(See Eq. (1)) for three ECA tasks (i.e., ECPE, ECE,
and CCRC). Since the operations on each clause
are the same, this paper will discuss the prompt on
a single clause in different tasks.

Implementation for ECPE The composite
prompt function instantiated for the ECPE task is
given in Eq. (3). Unrelated prompt tokens are omit-
ted for clarity. Subscripts are added for the answer
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Method
ECPE Emotion Extraction Cause Extraction

F1 (%) P (%) R (%) F1 (%) P (%) R (%) F1 (%) P (%) R (%)
Inter-EC† 61.28 67.21 57.05 82.30 83.64 81.07 65.07 70.41 60.83

TransECPE† 67.99 73.74 63.07 84.74 87.16 82.44 69.74 75.62 64.71
UTOS-BERT† 72.03 73.89 70.62 85.56 88.15 83.21 74.71 76.71 73.20

PairGCN-BERT† 72.02 76.92 67.91 83.75 88.57 79.58 73.75 79.07 69.28
RANK-CP-bert† 73.60 71.19 76.30 90.57 91.23 89.99 76.15 74.61 77.88
ECPE-MLL-bert† 74.52 77.00 72.35 88.86 86.08 91.91 76.30 73.82 79.12

MTST+Refinement† 74.63 77.46 71.99 84.36 87.11 81.78 76.66 79.47 74.04
UECA-Prompt 74.70∗ 71.82 77.99∗ 88.16 84.75 91.95∗ 77.55∗ 76.24 79.16∗

UECA-Prompt (m2m) 73.41 70.19 77.19 87.81 85.45 90.43 75.84 74.13 77.97

Table 2: Experimental results on the ECPE task. UECA-Prompt (m2m) is the result of UECA-Prompt with the
M2M module. The best result is marked in bold. † indicates the results are reported in the original paper. ∗ indicates
statistically significant improvement (p < 0.01) over the best baseline.

Method F1 (%) P (%) R (%)
UECA-Prompt 61.14 69.52 54.66
UECA-Prompt (m2m) 63.45 73.92 56.30

Table 3: Experimental results on multi-emotion samples
of the ECPE task.

Method F1 (%) P (%) R (%)
Multi-kernel† 67.52 65.88 69.72
MANN† 77.06 78.43 75.87
RTHN (Layer 3)† 76.77 76.97 76.62
FSS-GCN† 78.61 75.72 77.14
EF-BHA† 78.68 79.38 78.08
RHNN† 79.14 81.12 77.25
UECA-Prompt 84.40∗ 84.57∗ 84.27∗

Table 4: Experimental results on the ECE task. * indi-
cates statistically significant improvement (p < 0.001)
over the best baseline.

slot [M] to distinguish different sub-prompt:

fECPE(ci) = “[M]s ci [M]e [M]ca [M]d”. (3)

The prediction of the emotion and cause could be
mapped from the intermediate result of slot [M]e
and [M]ca in indicator functions, formalized as:

Pe(ci) =

{
1, m̂e = “is”

0, m̂e = “isn’t” ,
Pca(ci) =

{
1, m̂ca = “is”

0, m̂ca = “isn’t” ,
(4)

where m̂e and m̂ca are highest-scoring outputs of
search the function for slot [M]e and [M]ca, respec-
tively. The searching function is formalized as:

m̂ = argmax
m∈M

p(f(x′,m); θ) (5)

where function f(x′,m) is used to fill the answer
slot [M] in prompt x′ with potential answer m, and
θ represents the parameters of PLMs.

Method F1 (%) P (%) R (%)
BiLSTM+Concatenation† 61.27 54.12 71.19
BiLSTM+BiLSTM † 69.76 66.06 74.00
BiLSTM+Self-Attention† 66.05 57.66 77.70
UECA-Prompt 81.18∗ 76.35∗ 86.76∗

Table 5: Experimental results on the CCRC task. * indi-
cates statistically significant improvement (p < 0.001)
over the best baseline.

By combining the intermediate results of [M]ca
and [M]d, the prediction of emotion-cause pairs
could be formalized as:

Ppair(ci) =

{
(i, j), m̂d = “j” and m̂ca = “is”

null, otherwise,
(6)

where (i, j) represents that the i-th and j-th clauses
constitute an emotion-cause pair (the former is the
cause and the latter is the emotion), and “null” rep-
resents there is no clause associated with the cur-
rent clause.

In some cases, multiple emotions correspond
to one cause. This paper further designs a many-
to-many (M2M) module to deal with this situation.
The variant prompt template with the M2M module
is as follows:

fm2m
ECPE(ci) = “[M]s ci [M]e [M]ca [M]d1 ... [M]dM ” , (7)

where M is the maximum number of pairs in one
document, and M is set to 3 in the experiment.

Implementation for ECE The emotion clause
is annotated in the ECE task. This paper replaces
the slot [M]e in Eq. (3) with a specific token (“is”
for the emotion clause and “isn’t” for others). The
composite prompt function instantiated for ECE is
as follows:

fECE(ci) = “[M]s ci is/isn’t [M]ca [M]d” , (8)
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Method
ECPE Emotion Extraction Cause Extraction

F1 (%) P (%) R (%) F1 (%) P (%) R (%) F1 (%) P (%) R (%)
UTOS-BERT 34.14 42.76 28.95 66.45 83.69 56.08 36.29 45.83 30.55

ECPE-MLL-bert 45.57 61.53 36.39 80.33 77.15 84.04 54.68 51.40 59.01
MTST+Refinement 44.93 51.99 40.34 64.10 77.65 55.46 48.84 56.25 43.96

UECA-Prompt 49.37 46.30 53.22 76.15 68.68 85.67 50.64 45.75 57.71

Table 6: Experimental results on the ECPE task under few-shot setting.

Method F1 (%) P (%) R (%)
PADGL 66.16 66.16 67.52
RTHN (Layer 3) 62.49 61.72 63.48
UECA-Prompt 72.21 72.10 72.54

Table 7: Experimental results on the ECE task under
few-shot setting.

Method F1 (%) P (%) R (%)
BiLSTM+Concatenation 66.13 49.53 99.53
BiLSTM+BiLSTM 62.41 52.00 78.17
BiLSTM+Self-Attention 62.45 51.54 79.40
UECA-Prompt 67.56 55.46 86.70

Table 8: Experimental results on the CCRC task under
few-shot setting.

where is/isn’t is determined by whether the current
sentence is an emotion clause, and slot [M]d is re-
placed by the numeric token of the emotion clause
in the testing stage.

The prediction of cause is the same as ECPE
(see Eq. (4)).

Implementation for CCRC The emotion-cause
pair is annotated in the CCRC task. Thus, the
slot [M]ca in Eq. (8) is also replaced by a specific
token (“is" for cause clauses and “isn’t" for others)
as the ECE task. The composite prompt function
instantiated for CCRC is as follows:

fCCRC(ci) = “[M]s ci is/isn’t is/isn’t [M]d” , (9)

Different from ECE and ECPE, we are required
to tell the causal relationship between an emotion
clause and multiple cause clauses in CCRC. Thus,
a voting mechanism is proposed. The final result is
co-determined by the intermediate result of answer
slot [M]d in Eq. (9) for all the cause clauses. Based
on the voting mechanism, the prediction formula
of CCRC is as follows:

µvote(D) = 1
|Cca|

∑
ci∈Cca

p(m̂ca,ci = m̂d,ce), (10)

Pccrc(D) =

{
1, µvote(D) > 0.5

0, µvote(D) ≤ 0.5,
(11)

where ce is the emotion clause, Cca is the cause
clause set, m̂ca,ci is the intermediate result of slot
[M]ca for clause ci, and m̂d,ce is the intermediate
result of slot [M]d for emotion clause ce.

4 Cross-task Training Method

Empirically, there are commonalities among differ-
ent ECA tasks. These commonalities would further
improve the the model performance. This paper
proposes a cross-task training method to make the
model better adapt knowledge from one domain
to another. The following section will introduce
this training method through an example. The ini-
tial pre-trained model is defined as A. The first
step, the model A is trained in the ECE task to ob-
tain the trained model B. Second step, the trained
model B is used to train for the ECPE task to obtain
the trained model C. Finally, model C is used to
measure the performance of the UECA-Prompt on
ECPE. Any two tasks of ECA could perform the
training steps mentioned above. The commonality
among tasks could be learned by the model in the
process of cross-task training.

5 Experiments

This paper conducts experiments on the
ECE, ECPE, and CCRC tasks to evalu-
ate our approach. We release our code at
https://github.com/yajus/UECA-Prompt.

5.1 Datasets

The experiments are conducted on three public
datasets. The ECE dataset (Gui et al., 2016a)
is collected from SINA city news and contains
2105 instances. Its document has only one emotion
word and one or more emotion causes. The ECPE
dataset (Xia and Ding, 2019) is constructed based
on the ECE dataset. It aggregates the instances con-
taining the same text and different emotion cause
labels. The CCRC dataset (Chen et al., 2020a)
is also built based on the ECE dataset. It is con-
structed following two steps: manual annotation

https://github.com/yajus/UECA-Prompt
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Method
ECPE Emotion Extraction Cause Extraction ECE CCRC

F1 (%) P (%) R (%) F1 (%) P (%) R (%) F1 (%) P (%) R (%) F1 (%) P (%) R (%) F1 (%) P (%) R (%)
UECA-Prompt 73.39 70.01 77.26 87.64 84.26 91.43 75.35 72.06 79.21 83.19 82.74 83.73 80.74 77.07 84.87

w/o fs 73.24 69.31 77.96 87.38 83.93 91.24 74.95 71.89 78.80 82.82 82.89 82.81 80.39 75.29 86.38
w/o fe 73.56 70.93 76.59 - - - 76.16 75.22 77.21 73.11 72.26 74.18 - - -
w/o fca 71.43 68.91 74.46 87.51 83.90 91.57 - - - 82.72 80.46 85.25 - - -
w/o fd - - - 87.21 83.75 91.09 75.44 73.07 78.13 83.23 82.74 83.95 - - -

Table 9: Ablation study on ECPE, ECE, and CCRC tasks.

and negative sampling. Each dataset is randomly
split into ten folds for cross validation.

5.2 Implementation Details

The optimizer is AdamW (Loshchilov and Hutter,
2017). The batch size and learning rate are set to 8
and 1e-5, respectively. M is set to 3. The weight
decay is set to 0.01 while other parameters of β1,
β2 and ϵ are set to 0.9, 0.999 and 1e-8 by default.
The dropout rate of the attention layer and hidden
layer in BERT are both slightly modified to 0.2.
The prompt method is implemented based on the
BERT initialized with “BERT-Base, Chinese”1 to
achieve a fair comparison since the selected base-
lines are mostly based on BERT. All experiments
are run on the machine containing a piece of RTX
3090 GPU.

During testing, to get a fair comparison on the
original bias dataset, the indicate token in the word
label set for the prediction of the directional con-
straint module is restricted to a smaller boundary,
which achieves better performance. Specifically,
for the i-th clause, the prediction result of the as-
sociated clause will be between i − l and i + l.
The experiment shows that our method achieves
the best results when l = 2.

5.3 Baselines and Evaluation Metrics

The proposed UECA-Prompt is compared with
several state-of-the-art methods for different ECA
tasks.

Baselines for ECE. Baselines include statisti-
cal learning methods, Multi-kernel (Gui et al.,
2016b); And deep learning methods, MANN (Li
et al., 2019), RHNN (Fan et al., 2019), RTHN (Xia
et al., 2019), FSS-GCN (Hu et al., 2021b) , and
EF-BHA (Hu et al., 2021a).

Baselines for ECPE. Baselines include two-step
methods, Inter-EC (Xia and Ding, 2019); And
end-to-end methods, UTOS (Cheng et al., 2021),
PairGCN (Chen et al., 2020c), TransECPE (Fan

1https://github.com/huggingface/transformers

et al., 2020), MTST (Fan et al., 2021), RANK-
CP (Wei et al., 2020), and ECPE-MLL (Ding
et al., 2020b).

Baselines for CCRC. Baselines include BiL-
STM + Concatenation (Chen et al., 2020a), BiL-
STM + BiLSTM (Chen et al., 2020a), and BiL-
STM + Self-Attention (Chen et al., 2020a).

Evaluation Metrics. Following the previous
works (Xia and Ding, 2019; Fan et al., 2020), this
paper adopts the precision (P), recall (R), and F1
score (F1) as the metrics for evaluation. The fi-
nal results are obtained by averaging the ten-fold
results.

5.4 Main Results

UECA-Prompt produces competitive results when
compared with the other baselines on three tasks.

Results on ECPE. Table 2 reports the results of
three task objectives of ECPE. The competitive
performance of our method is mainly attributed to
the significant improvement of the recall. This is
because the sub-prompt modules in UECA-Prompt
pay more attention to global information of the
entire document rather than the local prediction for
a single clause. However, this will lead to the loss
of precision to a certain extent.

The comparison between UECA-Prompt and
UECA-Prompt (m2m) shows that the performance
of our method with the M2M module is not al-
ways superior. This is because multi-emotion sam-
ples only account for a small proportion of the
dataset. Additional experiments on those multi-
emotion samples are conducted. The results in
Table 3 show that the method with M2M module
obtains 2.3% improvements on ECPE. This indi-
cates that the incorporation of the M2M module
helps better handle the multi-emotion instances.

Results on ECE. The result in Table 4 demon-
strates that UECA-Prompt obtains better results
than RHNN (+5.26% in F1). This shows the
clear advantage of modeling the emotional causal-
ity through constructing prompt. Different from
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Method
ECPE Emotion Extraction Cause Extraction

Method
ECE

F1 (%) P (%) R (%) F1 (%) P (%) R (%) F1 (%) P (%) R (%) F1 (%) P (%) R (%)
UTOS-BERT 34.14 42.76 28.95 66.45 83.69 56.08 36.29 45.83 30.55 PAE♢ 38.51 55.11 30.78

ECPE-MLL-bert 45.57 61.53 36.39 80.33 77.15 84.04 54.68 51.40 59.01 PAEDGL♢ 40.96 55.25 32.79
MTST+Refinement 44.93 51.99 40.34 64.10 77.65 55.46 48.84 56.25 43.96 RTHN♢ 54.45 54.67 54.66

UECA-Prompt 49.37 46.30 53.22∗ 76.15 68.68 85.67∗ 50.64 45.75 57.71 EF-BHA♢ 60.61 56.40 65.49
UECA-Prompt (m2m) 49.93∗ 48.60 52.11 75.66 70.66 81.68 51.28∗ 44.76 61.23∗ UECA-Prompt 65.62∗ 63.67∗ 68.12∗

Table 10: Experimental results on the de-bias dataset for ECE and ECPE. ♢ indicates the results are reported in (Hu
et al., 2021a). ∗ indicates statistically significant improvement (p < 0.01) over the best baseline.

Method
ECPE Emotion Extraction Cause Extraction ECE CCRC

F1 (%) P (%) R (%) F1 (%) P (%) R (%) F1 (%) P (%) R (%) F1 (%) P (%) R (%) F1 (%) P (%) R (%)
UECA-Prompt 73.39 70.01 77.26 87.64 84.26 91.43 75.35 72.06 79.21 83.19 82.74 83.73 81.18 76.35 86.76

UECA-Prompt+ECE 74.86 72.59 77.44 88.23 84.94 91.90 76.80 75.06 78.78 - - - 81.18 76.35 86.76
UECA-Prompt+ECPE - - - - - - - - - 83.46 84.32 82.70 80.98 76.08 86.78
UECA-Prompt+CCRC 74.70 71.82 77.99 88.16 84.75 91.95 77.55 76.24 79.16 84.40 84.57 84.27 - - -

Table 11: The experimental results of UECA-Prompt under cross-task training and non-cross-task training. UECA-
Prompt+ECE, UECA-Prompt+ECPE and UECA-Prompt+CCRC are the results with cross-taks training.

ECPE, ECE is essentially single-task learning. The
improvement of our method in precision on the
ECE task verifies our conjecture that multi-task
learning will lead to a decrease in precision.

Results on CCRC. Table 5 shows that
UECA-Prompt significantly outperforms BiL-
STM+BiLSTM (+11.42% in F1). This indicates
that UECA-Prompt can capture global context
information, which is essential in emotion cause
analysis.

5.5 Experimental Results Under Few-shot
Setting Scenario

To further explore the potential of our method, few-
shot setting experiments with 10% of training data
are conducted. This section reports the experimen-
tal results under few-shot setting scenario. We
compare the proposed UECA-Prompt with some
state-of-the-art methods under the same experimen-
tal setting.

Results on ECPE. The results on ECPE task are
shown in Table 6. UECA-Prompt obtains the best
result toward the emotion cause pair extraction ob-
jective. It further proves that UECA-Prompt has
the advantage in modeling the relation between
emotion and cause. On the emotion extraction
and cause extraction objectives, UECA-Prompt is
slightly inferior to ECPE-MLL. This may be due
to the data bias brought to ECPE-MLL.

Results on ECE. As shown in the last row of
Table 7, UECA-Prompt achieves the best results on
all evaluation metrics. Our method even approxi-
mates or exceeds the model trained under complete
training sets (See Table 4). Compared with other

methods, UECA-Prompt can better capture the as-
sociation between emotion and cause with a few
training samples.

Results on CCRC. UECA-Prompt also outper-
forms the state-of-the-art methods on the CCRC
task. We observe that the simpler approach works
better. For example, simply feature concatenation
is more excellent than encoding features with BiL-
STM or self-attention.

5.6 Ablation Study

UECA-Prompt is comprised of four sub-prompt
components: emotion indicator function fe, cause
indicator function fca, directional constraint fs, and
sequential learning fd. To verify the effect of differ-
ent components, ablation experiments are carried
out for different modules. The results are given in
Table 9.

The performance of UECA-Prompt on the ECPE
task integrally declines without any of the four com-
ponents. This indicates that each of the four sub-
prompt components plays distinct roles in feature
learning, thereby proving the effectiveness of the
four components. Specifically, the performance
drops sharply without the cause indicator function.
This observation indicates that the extraction of the
cause clause is predominant in the ECPE task.

The influence of the emotion indicator function
is significant on ECE tasks because the emotion
clause is the most important information in ECE.
Furthermore, UECA-Prompt can still achieve better
performance than Multi-Kernel without emotional
information on ECE tasks. This means UECA-
Prompt is competent to obtain useful information
from the context.

The result for the CCRC task shows that the
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(a) ECPE (b) ECE (c) CCRC
12 ⽆ 奈 才 选 择 跳 楼 轻 ⽣

1   为 尽 快 将 ⼥ ⼦ 救 下
2   指 挥 员 立 即 制 订 了 救 援 ⽅ 案
3 第 ⼀ 组 在 楼 下 铺 设 救 ⽣ ⽓ 垫
4   并 对 周 围 ⽆ 关 ⼈ 员 进 ⾏ 疏 散
5   另 ⼀ 组 队 员 快 速 爬 上 6   楼
6   在 楼 内 对 ⼥ ⼦ 进 ⾏ 劝 说
7   劝 说 过 程 中
8   消 防 官 兵 了 解 到
9   该 ⼥ ⼦ 是 由 于 对 ⽅ 拖 ⽋ ⼯ 程 款
10 家 中 又 急 需 用 钱
11 ⽣ 活 压 ⼒ ⼤

[MASK] [MASK]  [MASK]

[MASK]  [MASK]   [MASK]

[MASK]   [MASK]  [MASK]

[MASK]  [MASK]  [MASK]

[MASK]  [MASK]  [MASK]

[MASK]   [MASK]   [MASK]

[MASK]  [MASK]  [MASK]

[MASK]   [MASK]   [MASK]

[MASK]   [MASK]   [MASK]

[MASK]   [MASK]   [MASK]

[MASK]  [MASK]  [MASK]

[MASK]  [MASK]  [MASK] 12 ⽆ 奈 才 选 择 跳 楼 轻 ⽣ 是

1 为 尽 快 将 ⼥ ⼦ 救 下 非
2 指 挥 员 立 即 制 订 了 救 援 ⽅ 案 非
3   第 ⼀ 组 在 楼 下 铺 设 救 ⽣ ⽓ 垫 非
4   并 对 周 围 ⽆ 关 ⼈ 员 进 ⾏ 疏 散 非
5   另 ⼀ 组 队 员 快 速 爬 上 6   楼 非
6   在 楼 内 对 ⼥ ⼦ 进 ⾏ 劝 说 非
7   劝 说 过 程 中 非
8 消 防 官 兵 了 解 到 非
9   该 ⼥ ⼦ 是 由 于 对 ⽅ 拖 ⽋ ⼯ 程 款 非
10 家 中 又 急 需 用 钱 非
11 ⽣ 活 压 ⼒ ⼤ 非

[MASK]  [MASK]

[MASK]   [MASK]

[MASK]  [MASK]

[MASK]  [MASK]

[MASK]  [MASK]

[MASK]   [MASK]

[MASK]  [MASK]

[MASK]   [MASK]

[MASK]   [MASK]
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[MASK]   [MASK] 12 ⽆ 奈 才 选 择 跳 楼 轻 ⽣

1   为 尽 快 将 ⼥ ⼦ 救 下
2   指 挥 员 立 即 制 订 了 救 援 ⽅ 案
3 第 ⼀ 组 在 楼 下 铺 设 救 ⽣ ⽓ 垫
4   并 对 周 围 ⽆ 关 ⼈ 员 进 ⾏ 疏 散
5   另 ⼀ 组 队 员 快 速 爬 上 6   楼
6   在 楼 内 对 ⼥ ⼦ 进 ⾏ 劝 说
7   劝 说 过 程 中
8   消 防 官 兵 了 解 到
9   该 ⼥ ⼦ 是 由 于 对 ⽅ 拖 ⽋ ⼯ 程 款
10 家 中 又 急 需 用 钱
11 ⽣ 活 压 ⼒ ⼤

[MASK] [MASK]  [MASK]

[MASK]  [MASK]   [MASK]

[MASK]   [MASK]  [MASK]

[MASK]  [MASK]  [MASK]

[MASK]  [MASK]  [MASK]

[MASK]   [MASK]   [MASK]

[MASK]  [MASK]  [MASK]

[MASK]   [MASK]   [MASK]

[MASK]   [MASK]   [MASK]

[MASK]   [MASK]   [MASK]

[MASK]  [MASK]  [MASK]

[MASK]  [MASK]  [MASK]

Figure 4: Visualization of the token for different tasks. The Chinese token “是" means “is", while “非" means
“isn’t". The intensity of color is proportional to the weight value, which is the mean result of all heads and all layers
in BERT.

performance of UECA-Prompt slightly degrades
without the component of sequential token learning.
This is mainly due to the change in precision. This
indicates that eliminating the learning effect of the
sequential learning module would impair the direc-
tional constraint module to extrapolate the correct
results.

5.7 Analysis

Results on De-bias Data To verify the ability of
UECA-Prompt to ease the bias caused by relative
position, this paper conducts the experiments on
de-bias datasets (Ding and Kejriwal, 2020). The
results are shown in Table 10. The experiments
are only conducted on ECPE and ECE because
the CCRC task is position-irrelevant. Our method
gains at least 5.01% improvement of F1 on the ECE
task and attains a 3.8% improvement of F1 on the
ECPE task. The results show that UECA-Prompt
is more robust than baselines.

Commonalities Among Tasks To further ex-
plore the universality of UECA-Prompt, we train
the model with the cross-task training method. The
experimental results are shown in Table 11. It could
be observed that the cross-task training method im-
proves the performance of UECA-Prompt on three
tasks. This indicates that UECA-Prompt can learn
the commonalities among ECA tasks. It is note-
worthy that the model firstly trained on the CCRC
task (UECA-Prompt+CCRC) achieves the best per-
formance. This result shows the importance of con-
textual information and demonstrates that UECA-
Prompt could discriminate different contexts.

6 Case Study

To further understand the operation principle of
UECA-Prompt, Fig. 4 visualizes the attention for
different tokens in the constructed prompt text of

a Chinese text. The subgraph (a), (b), and (c) in
Fig. 4 represent the attention weights in ECPE,
ECE, and CCRC, respectively. The query token is
marked with the red box.

It can be observed that the attention weights are
mainly concentrated in the answer slot [M] and the
context in emotion and cause clauses. This indi-
cates that different sub-prompt modules in UECA-
Prompt could capture the key information of emo-
tion and cause clauses as well as cooperate.

7 Conclusions

This paper proposes a universal prompt method for
emotion cause analysis tasks. UECA-Prompt could
uniformly model different ECA tasks by decompos-
ing ECA tasks into multiple objectives and convert-
ing these objectives into sub-prompts. Meanwhile,
the proposed directional constraint module and se-
quential learning module could effectively ease the
bias caused by position information. Moreover,
the cross-task training method further improves
the performance of UECA-Prompt. The ability of
UECA-Prompt to learn commonalities and contex-
tual knowledge from different tasks is verified. The
experimental results on three ECA tasks demon-
strate the effectiveness of the proposed method.

This work chooses the general model, BERT,
for a fair comparison. The sentiment-related PLM,
such as SKEP (Tian et al., 2020), may further im-
prove the performance of UECA-Prompt, which
will be explored in our future work.
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